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Abstract
An automated design data archiving could reduce the
time wasted by designers from working creatively and effectively. Though many datasets on classifying, detecting,
and instance segmenting on car exterior exist, these large
datasets are not relevant for design practices as the primary
purpose lies in autonomous driving or vehicle verification.
Therefore, we release GP22, composed of car styling features defined by automotive designers. The dataset contains
1480 car side profile images from 37 brands and ten car segments. It also contains annotations of design features that
follow the taxonomy of the car exterior design features defined in the eye of the automotive designer. We trained the
baseline model using YOLO v5 as the design feature detection model with the dataset. The presented model resulted in
an mAP score of 0.995 and a recall of 0.984. Furthermore,
exploration of the model performance on sketches and rendering images of the car side profile implies the scalability
of the dataset for design purposes.

1. Introduction
Marriage between refined styling and engineering is an
essential aspect of vehicle design amongst all the other
product designs. To aid such high proficiency required
upon designers, designers are skilled in visualization and
realization of the design in both manual and digital and
knowledged in understanding human ergonomics and vehicle package engineering [3]. Furthermore, vehicle design
or styling inherits the vehicle’s type and purpose defined by
vehicle packaging and safety regulation constraints—such
aspects limiting the styling parameters for designers [9].
Within these inherited limitations, designers provide a
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Figure 1. Design process from car side profiles

tailored solution through styling for consumers with various preferences; the styling reinforces visual differentiation
in perceiving the vehicle’s form language. These characteristics are best found in the vehicle’s side profile/vehicle side
view [8]. It contains all the necessary determinants of design: the vehicle silhouette, proportion, and the entire image
of the vehicle while bridging the brand identity characterized in the front and back of the vehicle (Figure 1). For this
reason, the vehicle side view is one of the essential areas in
vehicle design.
Many visual ideas are created during the vehicle design process, and the method of supporting the designer’s
day-to-day design process in archiving design outputs with
valuable design ideas is overlooked [11]. Hence, designers often reproduce similar proposals or search into the old
project folders to revisit them. Unfortunately, such activity
results in less productivity and creativity in the entire design
process. Therefore, there is a need for support for designers with design-oriented archiving methods while matching
processes to the current technology development.
Computer vision methods like image classification and
object detection could provide a fertile foundation for building a scalable yet fully automatable design database. Computer vision in the automotive field has already found various methods to identify cars in response to autonomous
driving capability and vehicle verification and identification. There are large datasets supporting it. For example,
current image detection datasets related to cars are as follows: 1) Car identification/classification in makes, engine
types, years produced [5,15], 2) Car verification on the road
[13, 14], 3) Car pose estimation on the road [7, 12], 4) Car
component detection and segmentation in its parts [6, 10].
The primary purpose of these datasets is to support vehicles in identifying road situations while in autonomous
driving mode, identifying car parts, or recognizing whole
cars for surveillance reasons. However, utilizing such a
dataset for design purposes is limited as the pre-defined annotations, and the dataset’s structure does not match the
designer’s needs. For this reason, design-relative rules in
dataset creation are required.
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This study introduces design taxonomy based on vital aspects of the vehicle side profile as a guideline and annotated
dataset, GP22: a dataset relevant to car designers’ design
practices 1 . The dataset involves side profiles of cars produced or presented since the 1960s (Figure 1c). It delivers
a foundation and guideline for a quantitative approach to
explaining car styling features. Then, we created a design
feature detection model with our dataset. The model could
serve as a tool in collecting and organizing the styling data.
Combining the two will contribute immensely to building and reinforcing an inspirational design database. Thus,
such usage could be further implemented in the automotive
design studios to create their design database to maintain
high-quality outputs. Through this method, designer intuition could be backed by quantifiable data while reducing
unnecessary waste of time for designers in their creative
process during design development.

of pickup trucks. Lastly, the M segment includes MultiPurpose vehicles, from mini-vans to full-size vans.
Brand The brand included in the dataset contains 37 automakers. There are various automakers and groups; we
tried to provide the deep learning model to identify minuscule differences in the side profile. However, large automakers such as Toyota, Volkswagen, Mercedes Benz, and
Hyundai-Kia are the majority in the dataset.

2.2. Labels
2.2.1

Design features

The essential styling features from the car side profile can
be categorized with six key features: body, bodyside, cabin
(greenhouse), daylight opening (DLO), wheel, and tire. It
explains the car styling characteristics observed from the
profile (Figure 2).

2. GP22
The section covers the overview of the GP22 dataset in
collecting the vehicle profile images under vehicle segment
and makes. In addition, it delivers the taxonomy of vehicle
design features relevant to design practices and the annotation guideline.

2.1. Image Collection
A total of 1,480 car side profile photos are collected in
the dataset. It includes cars produced or shown in the auto
shows as concept vehicles since the 1960s. Collected images are classified by their brands and car segments, a criterion for estimating the car type and size—a total of 37
automakers and ten car segment categories defined in the
dataset. Every image is labeled with all of these classifiers.
Segment The vehicle segment in the dataset is reorganized
and defined by reviewing multiple references: US EPA car
class [1], Euro NCAP car class [2], H-Point [9], the book on
vehicle packaging and ergonomics, and SAE technical paper on car design features [8]. As a segment defines the body
style of the car design, it is an essential element in identifying relevant stylings and hardpoints to consider. Therefore,
the dataset defines the segment as follows: A, B, C, D, E, F,
J, S, P, and M.
A to F segment includes cars from a city car, such as
Smart, to the full-size saloon vehicle, such as Bentley Flying Spur. A, B, and C segments include hatchbacks, while
C, D, E, and F include wagons and fastbacks of the sedan
category. J segment is for all types of Sports Utility vehicles (SUV), from Compact Utility vehicles (CUV) to
off-roaders. Furthermore, the S segment covers sports and
exotic vehicles such as Ferrari 488 GTB and convertible
coupes like BMW Z4. P segment includes various kinds
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6366808

Figure 2. Figure of styling features and its labels

Body The body defines the vehicle length from the frontend to the rear-end and height from the ground contact point
to the daylight opening (DLO). It can be annotated by horizontally connecting the vehicle’s front and back endpoint
and vertically from the ground to the b-pillar area.
Bodyside The bodyside is one of the vital areas in the car
profile as it expresses car characteristics in its shapes and
volumes. Connecting the area between a wheelbase, the
length between the front wheel center and the rear wheel
center, and the wheelbase ground clearance to the b-pillar
to annotate. It represents the dominant design area in the
car profile.
Cabin The cabin communicates its passengers’ habitability
and visibility while expressing styling characteristics from
the vehicle silhouette. This area starts from the cowl point,
the frontmost point of the windshield, to the end of a rear
wind glass where the trunk lid starts; it can be annotated
correspondingly.
Daylight opening (DLO) The daylight opening (DLO) provides side openings for passengers. It also provides a unique
design element from the car profile, like a famous BMW
Hofmeister kink. Annotation can be done by connecting the
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Figure 3. Use case example of the GP22 dataset as a design reference

front-end to the rear-end point of the DLO to define the
length and the highest point of the DLO to define the height.
Wheel The wheel provides a visual reference point for estimating the car’s proportion, size, and characteristics. It also
provides a perception of the stance of the car. Annotation
can be done by wrapping each front and back wheelset from
the profile.
Tire The tire is the primary reference point in checking the
car wheelbase and other relative design elements of the car
from the side. Annotation can be done by wrapping the entire tire area of each tire from front and back.
During the data annotation, upon mentioned design features and declared point of reference was taken into consideration for designers to annotate each side view images of
the dataset formed by hand-picked car images. Therefore,
participation of the designers in the data annotation process
was essential as correctly locating the upon-mentioned design elements is the key to generating the designer’s dataset.
Furthermore, box annotation was chosen to provide ease in
annotating and validating the labeled image (Figure 2).

2.3. Design implication
As an initial phase in building the design dataset, box
extraction provides visual and analytical information necessary for designers in their design practice. Therefore, a
properly labeled dataset following the above guideline can
be utilized in two implications. First, it provides design feature visualization within relative styling characteristics. It
can be done using the cropped images extracted from the
original car side profile images (Figure 3). Furthermore, Detected boxes could be stored as a design database for archiving purposes either within the design studio or within the
brand and could function as a mixed-initiative design data
visualization for inspiration and reference purposes. As tax-

onomy elements represent design features of cars, they can
be employed as reference materials in design effectively.
Another implication is utilizing box coordinates for the
vehicle’s proportion research by using tire length as a base
metric for relatively understanding the design features (Figure 2). Key metrics found from the car side profile are
wheelbase, front and rear overhang, dash-to-axle, and bodyside to DLO relationship. A front and rear overhang could
provide the type of the vehicle, and it is achieved using body
and bodyside relationship. Dash-to-axle implies the vehicle’s status and drivetrain position, and it can be identified
with DLO/cabin to the front endpoint of the body side. The
longer the dash-to-axle, the car is perceived luxurious and
prestigious. Lastly, the wheelbase and body to DLO relationship can provide information about the car’s habitability and usability and vehicle package information. It can be
observed using coordinates of bodyside and DLO heights.

3. Experiment
This section introduces the process of generating a design feature detection model from the car side view by training and utilizing the YOLO v5 model [4] trained on the
GP22 dataset. Then, we put car sketches and renderings as
in-the-wild data on our trained model to analyze whether
the trained model provides satisfactory results in extracting
design features from unseen data. We also verify whether
the model could support the design studio in constructing
the design database.

3.1. Baseline model
There are many Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
models in object detection and image classification. Our
model’s objective is to create a design feature database from
either design sketches or reference images in various sizes
in the design studio environment. The study incorporates
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YOLO v5 [4] as a basis of the design feature detection
model as it provides fast inference with reasonable accuracy
in detecting objects while providing pre-trained models of
diverse image sizes. Furthermore, the selected model is easily accessible for non-developers to train and use the model
and such accessibility provides room for designers to get
hands-on experience on deep learning algorithms compared
to other renowned CNN models.
We performed transfer learning of the pre-trained model
trained on different features. The GP22 dataset was split
into 80:20 on each car segment category for the model’s
training. We used both car side profile photos and renderings not included in the dataset to test the model. Furthermore, we performed hyperparameter evolution to tune
the hyperparameter in detecting design features more accurately. As a result shown in Table 1, the mAP on validation
of the base model was 0.989, the precision was 0.982, and
the recall was 0.945. With the hyperparameter tuning, the
mAP score increased from 0.989 to 0.995. Even though the
precision decreased slightly from 0.982 to 0.953, the recall
increased from 0.945 to 0.984: the high recall indicates that
the model correctly identified and extracted design features
from the given profile image, which fits our primary goal.

YOLOv5 (base)
YOLOv5 (hyperparameter)

mAP

Precision

Recall

0.989
0.995

0.982
0.953

0.945
0.984

Table 1. Classification results

3.2. Model application on sketches and renderings
To explore the model application, we used a test dataset
that contains side profile sketches and photos of the same
concept car, Renault Dezir. This test was to explore its performance on car sketches and renderings, as sketches are a

(a) Sketch renderings

means of communication between designers and designersto-engineers in the studio environment. Thus, the result
function as a determinant of the model is a stepping stone
for developing design-relevant databases.
The Figure 4 shows that the model detected car design features from sketches correctly, even from the early
ideation sketches of Renault Dezir that are more expressive
in their style of rendering. Such performance can be applied
to detect design elements and provide further inspiration in
design development to transfer the impression created from
the sketch onto the model. Furthermore, the result indicates
that sketches and renderings of a similar view could also be
used as part of the dataset to create a design database (Figure 4c).

4. Conclusion
The study proposes annotation guidelines using the taxonomy of car design features of the car side profile in the
eye of the automotive designer. We constructed the GP22
dataset, a tailored dataset for car design, particularly on car
side profile images. With the dataset, we also created the design feature detection model using YOLO v5, which yields
an 0.995 mAP score and 0.984 recall score. Furthermore,
we examined the model application on the hairy data, which
are data composed of sketches and renderings of the concept car to simulate the design studio implementation. The
GP22 and its model will elevate car designers’ creativity in
their design process and possibly present a starting point of
design-relevant database generation.
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(b) Actual cars

(c) Cropped images

Figure 4. YOLO v5 inference on official sideview sketch renderings, actual cars, cropped image for design development
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